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Abstract

In this work we want to test the fea-
sibility of using ConceptNet to an-
alyze concepts expressed by words,
list of words or sentences. That
is, we want to explore the capabil-
ity of Concept-Net and the theory
of similarity provided by fuzzy logic
to compare concepts expressed by
words, list of words and sentences in
a conceptual and relational way (see
[12], [8]).
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1 Introduction

Concept-Net [5] is a freely available com-
monsense [4] knowledgebase and natural-
language-processing toolkit. Whereas similar
large-scale semantic knowledgebases like Cyc
[3] and WordNet [7] are carefully handcrafted,
ConceptNet is generated automatically from
the 700,000 sentences of the Open Mind Com-
mon Sense Project [10] a World Wide Web
based collaboration with over 14,000 authors.
ConceptNet is a structured resource as is
WordNet but with a general scope as Cyc,
although it is important to remark that they
pursue different goals. While ConceptNet is
devoted to extract commonsense knowledge
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from web users, WordNet is devoted to or-
ganize and categorize concepts by a group of
experts, and Cyc is to devoted to collect as-
sertions or facts related to general knowledge
by a company.

ConceptNet is a semantic network of com-
monsense knowledge that at present con-
tains 1.6 million edges connecting more than
300,000 nodes. Nodes are semi-structured En-
glish fragments, interrelated by an ontology of
twenty semantic relations. A partial snapshot
of actual knowledge in ConceptNet is given in
figure 1. Although we talk about ontology,
ConceptNet has not a formal ontology since
it is not intended to be complete or totally
sound, but fairly approximate. It includes a
natural language analyzer MontyLingua (also
developed by Hugo Liu at MIT) that we have
used to parse sentence into sets of concepts.

 

Figure 1: Extract of ConceptNet

ConceptNet’s has twenty relation-types that
are grouped by their thematic:

• K-Lines: ’ConceptuallyRelatedTo’, ’The-
maticKLine’ and ’SuperThematicKLine’.

• Things: ’IsA’, ’PropertyOf’, ’PartOf’,
’MadeOf’ and ’DefinedAs’.
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• Agents: ’CapableOf’.

• Events: ’PrerequisiteOf’, ’First-
SubeventOf’, ’SubeventOf’ and ’Last-
SubeventOf’.

• Spatial: ’LocationOf’.

• Causal: ’EffectOf’ and ’DesirousEf-
fectOf’.

• Functional: ’UsedFor’ and ’Capable-
OfReceivingAction’.

• Affective: ’MotivationOf’ and ’De-
sireOf’.

2 Concept Analyzer

Concepts can be described by words, but
there are many different ways of doing it. So
we need a way to compare different ways and
see how similar they are, taking into account
that words are context dependent and there-
fore their choice and combination has influ-
ence in the results. In this work we want to
be able to compare concepts from a relational
point of view to establish a similarity rela-
tion. Using the idea that a word can be un-
derstood as an imprecise concept (and there-
fore, as a concept gradually related to other
concepts) we have built ”Concept-Analyzer”.
It is a software developed to manage the lan-
guage interface and to analyze the relations
between concepts and sentences. It allows us
to take into account the context and the point
of view in order to do a proper analysis.

Concept-Analyzer has two main objectives,
first to help us to analyze the ideas expressed
by words and sentences in a conceptual and
relational way using for that purpose, the
knowledge collected in Concept-Net and the
theory of similarity and difference provided
by fuzzy logic [11]. And, secondly, to use in
the future this system to correlate user queries
expressed by words or list of words and the an-
swers returned by search engine, like Google
or Yahoo (see [6], [2], [8]).

We have used Concept-Net due to the fact
that it is the biggest and free available com-
mon sense knowledge base. It includes a set
of tools to manage the net of concepts and
a natural language syntactic processor. The

inclusion of the context allows us to focus on
a specific meaning of a word. Also the possi-
bility of defining a point of view (i.e. general,
affective, taxonomic, detailed ) has allowed us
to capture the concrete use of a word in the
given context. And all of this has facilitated
the comparison of concepts as one can see in
figure 4.

 

Figure 2: Concept Analyzer

3 Similarities

In order to compare different projections of
concepts we have tested many different fuzzy
similarities functions taken from [1] [9], which
can be divided in two groups:

3.1 Set based

It uses fuzzy sets operations to calculate their
similarity. For example, given an universe two
fuzzy sets A(x) = a1/x1 + · · · + an/xn and
B(x) = b1/x1 + · · · + bn/xn, and taking as
fuzzy cardinality measure |A| =

∑n
i=1 ai, we

can define:

• M -Similarity as:

MA,B =
|A ∩ B|
|A ∪ B|

• T -Similarity as:

TA,B = sup
x∈X

(A ∩B)

• Dice-Similarity as:

DiceA,B =
2|A ∩ B|
|A|+ |B|
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Figure 3: Compare Ocean and Sea

• Cosine-Similarity as:

CosineA,B =
|A ∩ B|√|A| + √|B|

• Overlap-Similarity as:

OverlapA,B =
|A ∩B|

min(|A|, |B|)

• Mutual-Similarity as:

MutualA,B =
|A∩B|
|A| + |A∩B|

|B|
2

3.2 Distance based

It assumes that fuzzy sets are points in a N-
dimensional space and by using a distance
function calculates their similarity. For ex-
ample, given an universe X = x1, . . . , xn and
two fuzzy sets A(x) = a1/x1+ · · ·+an/xn and
B(x) = b1/x1 + · · · + bn/xn, we can define:

• L-Similarity as:

LA,B = 1− max(|ai − bi|)

• S-Similarity as:

SA,B = 1−
∑n

i=1 |ai − bi|∑n
i=1(ai + bi)

• W -Similarity as:

WA,B = 1 −
∑n

i=1 |ai − bi|
n

• Euclid-Similarity as:

EuclidA,B = 1 −
√∑n

i=1(ai − bi)2

n

4 Related concepts

Given a concept or list of concepts we can use
ConceptNet to get a list of related concepts
with their relatedness degree.

We have two different ways of obtaining these
related concepts, one is by using the default
point of view, that is, by using the general
projection, and second is by specifying one
point of view by means of a type of projection.
We have defined 11 types of projections to
test the validity of ConceptNet by changing
the weights assigned to each type of relation:
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Figure 4: Similarities between entities

1. General: it assigns different weights to all
direct relations trying to obtain a global
view (for example see figure 3).

2. Details: it obtains concepts related with
properties, attributes, parts, ...

3. Affective: it obtains concepts related
with sentiments, sensations, desires, mo-
tivations, ...

4. Consequences: it obtains concepts re-
lated with verbs, actions and states.

5. Spatial: it obtains concepts related with
places, situations, states, ...

6. Inferred: it obtains concepts which rela-
tion where inferred by ConceptNet.

7. Taxonomic: it obtains concepts related
with properties, classes, attributes,...
(for example see figure 4)

8. Abstraction: it obtains concepts re-
lated inverse of properties, classes, at-
tributes,...

9. All ones: it assigns 1 to weights of all
direct and inverse relations to obtain the
maximum propagation.

10. Direct ones: it assigns 1 to weights of all
direct relations to obtain the maximum
forward propagation.

11. Inverse ones: it assigns 1 to weights of all
inverse relations to obtain the maximum
backward propagation.

4.1 Compare two concepts

Given two concepts we can use the lists of re-
lated concepts with their relatedness degree
and different similarities functions to obtain
their similarity and dissimilarity degrees. For
example, if we compare ‘ocean’ and ‘sea’ we
obtain a similarity degree of 0.41 using a gen-
eral point of view (see figure 3) and a similar-
ity degree of 0.32 using a taxonomic point of
view (see figure 4).

Let us explain in a little detail how it works
for this case, first we look for concepts related
to ‘ocean’ and to ‘sea’ using a general point
of view, then find the concepts that they have
in common (marked with ‘+’ in figure 3), and
depending of the similarity chose we calculate
the degree of similarity. In the case of the
overlapping similarity we obtain the following
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Figure 5: Similarity between verbs and entities related

result:

µocean = ocean/1 + saltwater/0.55 + · · ·
With |µocean| = 4.37
µsea = sea/1 + sail/0.50 + · · ·
With |µsea| = 3.92
µocean ∧ µsea = swimpool/0.36 + crew/0.35+
sail/0.33 + sailling/0.29 + bodyofwater/0.28
With |µocean ∧ µsea| = 1, 61
Over = |µocean∧µsea|

min(|µocean|,|µsea|) = 1.61
min(4.37,3.92) = 0.41

4.2 Compare a list of concepts

In this case from a list of concepts we obtain
a matrix of similarities and of dissimilarities,
that allows us to obtain a better comparison
between concepts, and it is something that
later on could be used for clustering. For ex-
ample we introduce the list [‘cat’, ‘dog’, ‘sea’,
‘ocean’, ‘man’, ‘woman’, ‘fire’, ‘flame’] and
chose a taxonomic point of view obtaining the
following significant similarities (see figure 4):

• Between ’cat’ and ’dog’ is 0.33.

• Between ’sea’ and ’ocean’ is 0.32.

• Between ’man’ and ’woman’ is 0.32.

• Between ’fire’ and ’flame’ is 0.14.

• Between ’woman’ and ’ocean’ is 0.14

In general, these results are very coherent
with our expectations with only the surprise
that ’woman’ and ’ocean’ are related to some
degree and the degree of similarity between
’fire’ and ’flame’ is a little bit low.

Finally to test the capabilities of this ap-
proach we have compared the similarity be-
tween verbs and entities related. That is,
we wanted to see if we can discriminate be-
tween different actions when fixing some en-
tities. We compare the list of entities [‘bird’,
‘lion’, ‘whale’, ‘car’, ‘boat’] with the list of
actions [‘fly’, ‘hunt’, ‘swim’, ‘drive’, ‘sail’] us-
ing a general point of view and obtaining the
following most related pairs with their asso-
ciated degree: (fly, bird, 0.43), (hunt, lion,
0.23), (swim, whale, 0.22), (drive, car, 0.27)
and (sail, boat, 0.61), as we expected (see fig-
ure 5). Although some degrees are not as
high as I would like they are at least much
higher that the others pairs, as for example
(fly, car, 0.09), (drive, boat, 0.11) and (swing,
car, 0.13), while there are some possible in-
teresting pairs as (swing, boat, 0.19) or (car,
boat, 0.16).
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5 Conclusions

We have used Concept-Net due to the fact
that it is the biggest and free available com-
mon sense knowledge base. It includes a set
of tools to manage the net of concepts and a
natural language syntactic processor.

We can say that the inclusion of words as con-
text allows us to precise a specific meaning
and obtain concepts more related and with
greater degree of relatedness. It could allow
us to discriminate among different meanings
of polysemy words.

When obtaining concepts the variation the
type of projections allow us to obtain differ-
ent results for the same concept from different
points of view. That is, the point of view have
a great influence on determining the related
concepts.

Regarding the variety of similarity func-
tions tested in this work we can conclude
that some of then have a coherent behav-
ior, M -Similarity, P -Similarity, S-Similarity,
Dice-Similarity, Overlap-Similarity, Mutual-
Similarity and Cosine-Similarity but others
have not a coherent behavior with our ex-
pectations, for example Euclid-Similarity, T -
Similarity, L-Similarity or W -Similarity, but
others have a Among all of them the best is
the Overlap-Similarity.
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